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Norfolk and Waveney health and care system are working with Blend to provide a 

unique coaching offer for individuals in senior leadership positions and leadership teams. 

This is in response to the recognition that we are all in unique and very different spaces, 

as a result of the Covid19 pandemic. From our conversations, we know that there are a 

lot of complex issues and challenges for you and your teams. In developing this 

coaching offer, we are providing an exceptional resource of some of the best local, 

national and internationally recognised coaches. They are all working with Blend to 

ensure that you and your teams are able to keep doing the amazing work, by offering a 

coaching space for you. We are also evaluating our work to ensure that we learn from 

the experience of leadership and coaching leaders at this time. 

Working with your chosen coach, you will be able to explore the context in which you 

are working, sift through issues and challenges, and agree and prioritise next steps i.e. 

somewhere to enhance your strengths and seize opportunities. It is also a space for the 

'now' in terms of a safe environment to decompress and recognise that 'it's ok not to feel 

ok'. 

To access the offer, you can contact the Head of Faculty (Chris) via info@ltdblend.com 

or talk to Polly/Tara in the Project Office, who can organise a call to discuss your 

coaching needs or explore what coaching is. 
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